kadett and astra

the opel
compact
class
Ten generations from 1936 to 2009 –
yesterday, today, tomorrow

00-001
Trendsetter: Opel’s compact cars often
served as role models for their class –
in advertising slogans, too. Ad from 1969



the opel compact class

00-002
Class reunion: All ten Kadett
and Astra generations get
together for the family album.
Still incognito: the next Astra,
making its debut in 2009

1936
2009


the opel compact class

Since 1936, the Kadett and Astra have consistently pioneered innovation in
the compact car segment. like no other model series, they have shaped
the face of Opel and carried important messages from the company to the
outside world. These include expressive design, versatility, dynamic driving
and value for money.
Opel has sold more than 21 million compact models around the globe since 1936. The idea behind the success: It was the first manufacturer to develop a compact and affordable family car. Opel’s confidence in the compact class concept was big enough at the time of the
German economic miracle that they built a completely new production plant in Bochum in 1962 to manufacture the new car. Its success
proved Opel right. One of the principles of the successful formula, however, was “never rest on your laurels.” Since then, the launch of each
new model has involved trendsetting technologies, with innovations such as unitary body construction (first Kadett, 1936), four-valve
technology (Kadett E, 1984) and steering-linked AFL headlamps (Astra H, 2004). Then there was the Kadett D in 1979, the first Opel model
to have front-wheel drive. The time will soon be here again when the next Astra is launched. And Opel will once again redefine design and
technology in the compact class.

the opel compact class
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01-001
Eyecatcher: Well cared-for
Kadett from 1938 looked snappy
with its art deco radiator grille
and the Opel zeppelin emblem



1936
The first Kadett generation

King Edward VIII abdicates the English throne to marry American divorcée
Wallis Simpson. In the United States, the first edition of the photo magazine
“Life” is published. Charlie Chaplin’s film “Modern Times” is screened for the
first time. Emil Lumbeck develops an adhesive binding for books and magazines. The Olympic Games are held in Germany under National Socialist rule.
In Rome, the foundation stone is laid for the film city of Cinecittà. The first
generation of the Kadett is launched.
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Model generation –
facts and figures

First generation Opel Kadett
Production period
1936–1940
Number
107,608 (Moskwitch: 247,439)
Body variants
+ Two-door sedan
+ Four-door sedan
+ Two-door convertible
Engine	Gasoline: 1.1 l/23 hp
Special characteristics First ever Kadett, advanced
monocoque construction with
self-supporting unitary body
Series

opel kadett 1

The people’s car

The first Opel Kadett was a minor sensation,
both technically and in terms of price. More than
100,000 of these four-seater models were built
from 1936 to 1940 in Rüsselsheim, which even then
was one of the most advanced car-making plants
in Europe.
“This new car is an important innovation and valuable addition to the small car class,” wrote
the Opel press department in December 1936. By small car, Opel meant the 1.0–1.5 liter
class. The “valuable addition” that created a minor sensation was the cost: The first Kadett
with its revolutionary unitary body construction available as sedan or convertible cost only
2,100 reichmarks.
The speedy four-seater could do nearly 100 km/h and it did not take long to find its way into
the hearts of the general public. It also found favor with the press: “As the first test drives
have confirmed, the Kadett is certainly not an ordinary vehicle in this price range,” wrote a
German newspaper, “Braunschweiger Tageszeitung,” on December 5, 1936.
The chassis with Dubonnet independent front suspension and leaf-spring rear axle stemmed from the Opel Olympia, and the L-head four-cylinder gray cast-iron engine was taken
from the Opel P 4. It generated 23 hp from a capacity of 1,073 cc. The advantages of taking
the engineering from a modular system also played a key part in the low price of the car.
Like its big brother the Olympia, which it also resembles, the Kadett was a snazzy car. It
was characterized by harmonious proportions with fastback and integrated headlamps.
In 1938 a major mid-cycle enhancement added a new radiator mask in late art deco style – experts today count this model as an intermediate generation.
The trunk was accessible from inside and the spare wheel was mounted outside on the
trunk. The engineering used in the Kadett was certainly up with the times: The Kadett had a
notably comfortable drive on its perforated and thus relatively lightweight steel wheels and
4.50x16 low-pressure balloon tires. Its engine even then featured a downdraft carburetor
with a venturi tube. Power was transferred to the rear wheels via a dry single-disk clutch
and a three-speed transmission. Braking was performed hydraulically via four drums.
Much attention was given to the corrosion protection system used for the Kadett. The steel
shell was coated inside and out, including all the hollow profiles.

01-002
Flowing lines:
Integrated headlamps gave the hatchback its harmonious
proportions
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01-003
New segment: As a full-fledged four-seater
for just 2,100 Reichmarks, the Kadett was first
to make driving affordable for the masses
01-004
Dynamic: Advertising sketch prepared for
the first Kadett generation

01-005
Everything in view: A full range of
instruments could not be taken for
granted at that time

01-006
Plenty of fresh air: The convertible sedan
could also seat four passengers
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The most important innovations

With its good value for money and progressive features,
the first Kadett laid the corner stone for Opel’s success
in the compact class.

NEW MODEL LINE

“Just as agile, versatile and obedient to all the driver’s commands
as you would expect of a career-making cadet,” wrote the Cologne
newspaper, “Kölnische Zeitung,” in 1936 about Opel’s new car. Its
name, “Kadett” was as new as the segment. Up until the debut of
the first Astra in 1991 (see page 54), Opel’s compact class line
would use this name for more than five decades. The company
launched two more ranges with names stemming from the German
navy, Admiral and Kapitän, in 1937 and 1938.

SELF-SUPPORTING BODY

After the Olympia, which was the first German series-production vehicle to feature a unitary all-steel body, the first Kadett also had a
monocoque body. There are many advantages of this construction
compared with the classic wooden body-on frame. For instance,
the driving performance and fuel consumption benefit from the
car’s low weight, while the safety level is higher thanks to the rigid
passenger cell and the lower center of gravity.

The self-supporting structure opened the door to a new production
method that is still commonly used today: The body and the powertrain (engine, transmission, axles) are “married” on the production
line with the help of hydraulic elevators. The Kadett was manufactured by Opel, in Rüsselsheim. In 1936, the company operated the
most modern drop forge in the world and the largest body press
shop in Europe.

01-008
Crash test: The first Kadett had to
prove its safety credentials by driving
full speed into a gravel pit

01-009
Elevating: With the aid of hydraulic
elevators, the engine was lifted into the
Kadett body. At that time, it was the very
latest production technology

01-010
Chic: Even in 1938, Opel designers paid attention to stylistic details

Headlamps integrated into the body instead of the ancient separate lamp units gave the Kadett a fresh appearance. Not surprising,
because it was Opel that first made modern car design popular in
Europe. Back in the 1930s, shortly after the company’s integration
into the General Motors Group, a design department was established in Rüsselsheim on the initiative of GM chief designer, Harley
Earl.

STANDARD FEATURES

Plenty of car for your money: As long ago as 1936, the first Kadett
offered the same good value for money and thus democratized
luxury. This has become typical of the Opel brand. Details such
as hydraulic four-wheel brakes, direction indicator, draft-free ventilation through a triangular hinged window and “dustproof” trunk
accessible from the inside were at that time very unusual for this
category of car – in the Kadett, they were all standard.

CARBURETOR

PRODUCTION

01-007
Revolutionary: An exhibition Kadett clad
in Plexiglas reveals its self-supporting
construction

DESIGN
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The Kadett was the first Opel model to feature an in-house developed downdraft carburetor with a so-called venturi tube. In this
tube, named after the Italian physicist, Giovanni Battista Venturi
(1746–1822), the fuel is mixed into the air intake ahead of the
throttle valve. The venturi tube is a smooth-walled piece of tubing
with a constriction in it. When air flows through the tube and passes
the constricted section, it has to flow faster at this point than in the
other sections. As a result, a vacuum is produced (as on the upper
side of an aircraft wing). At the constricted point is a tube filled with
gasoline. The fuel is sucked in by the vacuum in the venturi tube
and dragged along.
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Structural change

Metal framework instead of a wooden body – the
construction of the first Kadett was revolutionary
at the time, but is now standard procedure.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Rigid axle, forged
Front wheel suspension/damping	Dubonnet springs/shock absorbers

At the Berlin Motor Show in 1935 – the forerunner to the “IAA” – Opel attracted a lot of attention when it showcased a car with an almost transparent body. The roof, door panels,
engine hood and trunk of the exhibit were made of plexiglass to illustrate the new form
of the frameless structure. This Olympia – like the Kadett presented a year later – was
built according to an Opel patent granted in 1934, and was the first German production
car with a unitary steel body. A news release at that time draws parallels with architecture
and aircraft construction: “The customary separation of the chassis and the body no longer
applies. The rib structure of the body is built like a bridge support, a design that makes it
possible to effortlessly absorb high forces and with a minimum of weight. This carcass
structure consists of profile supports joined to each other as in metal aircraft design.” With
the premiere of the monocoque body in the Olympia and Kadett, Opel also introduced a new
production method still used today, for which the company also received a patent.
The model in Berlin was dedicated not least to the doubters who still assumed that a stable
vehicle could only be achieved with a chassis and a separate (wooden) body according
to the design principle from the horse-and-carriage era. A replica of the glass exhibit now
stands in the Deutsches Museum in Munich.

Rear wheel suspension	Rigid axle, banjo type
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Semi-elliptical leaf springs, hydraulic shock absorbers

“Normal-Limousine” (sedan) from 1937: semi-elliptical
leaf springs, shock absorbers
Steering, type	Worm segment steering
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels
Tires, size (Base)
4.50 x 16
Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm) (Sedan)
“Spezial-Limousine” (from 1937)
“Normal-Limousine” (from 1937)
Wheel base (mm) (Sedan)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

3810 x 1375 x 1455
3840 x 1375 x 1535
3710 x 1375 x 1455
2337
1075/1168
757

Heinrich Nordhoff (1899–1968), at that time a
technical consultant in Opel’s sales department,
later Chairman of the Management Board at
Volkswagen

“The aim was to create a car that
offers its occupants all the
convenience and full power of a
truly modern car at a low price,
with a comfortable amount of
space and maximum economy. We
have not made any concessions
anywhere.”
01-011
Fit for the highway: Advertising focused on
stamina and reliability. Brochure from 1936
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1962
Opel Kadett A

02-001
Perfect for a trip in
the country: The
Kadett Caravan was
the first German
compact class station
wagon

Sam Walton opens his first Wal-Mart store in the United States. The Decca
Record Company turns down the Beatles after some test recordings, saying
guitar groups are no longer modern. The arms race between the US and the
Soviet Union climaxes with the Cuban missile crisis. Anthony Burgess publishes
his book “A Clockwork Orange.” Brazil wins the World football Cup in Chile.
Work begins on the James Bond film “Dr. No.” The success story of the Kadett A
takes off.
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Model generation –
facts and figures

Opel Kadett A
Production period
1962–1965
Number
649,512
Body variants
+ Two-door sedan
+ Three-door station wagon
+ Two-door coupé
Engines	Gasoline: 1.0 l/40 hp, 1.0 l/48 hp
Special characteristics Offering ample room for a
family and its luggage, the
Kadett A ushered in a new car
segment and started a new era
for Opel
Series
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A new era for Opel

A large trunk and plenty of room for four people
plus a new, lively engine and low maintenance
costs – the recipe for success for the Kadett A.
Opel built nearly 650,000 of them from 1962 to
1965 at its new plant in Bochum, Germany.
“The gentlemen traveled incognito. Absolute secrecy was needed when, on March 18,
1960, a delegation of Opel managers set out northbound for the Ruhr Area of Germany.
In a ploy to conceal the true origin of the directors, they give false names on their hotel
reservations and drive in a car sporting a star on the radiator instead of Opel’s lightning
bolt.” According to the report in Opel’s “Start” magazine, the success story of the Kadett A
began like a detective novel. The team of directors was looking for a new site to produce the
next model line: Bochum got the nod. For Opel and Germany, a new era started with the new
factory and the third car complemented Rekord and Kapitän.
It did not take long for the press to realize which rival brand the new compact, inexpensive
model was targeting: “Hello Wolfsburg, hear the news! With its own new production plant,
Opel can produce the necessary numbers at an affordable price,” read one headline.
After prototypes covered more than 1.5 million test kilometers throughout the world, the
first “Wirtschaftswunder”-Kadett drove off the production line in October 1962. The price
started at a modest 2,590 euros in today’s terms. The contours of the two-door notchback
model were businesslike and modern. The beltline was low down, the panoramic windows
made for good visibility and a decorative strip running along the side accentuated the
stretched form. Front wings tapered off into the headlamps and the rear ends were shaped
as fins.
The four-seater deeply impressed owners of conventional small cars not only in terms
of space. “The trunk? A real baggage compartment. The bags do not have to be carefully
stowed, they can be comfortably deposited. Another small but important point is that the
fuel tank cap is outside so that you never have the smell of gasoline in the trunk,” wrote
Opel’s advertising team, unable to resist a dig at their competitors in Wolfsburg.
With its modern, water-cooled front engine, the Kadett had another major design advantage. The 993 cc four-cylinder unit developed 40 hp and, from March 1963, also powered
the new Kadett Caravan. It was the first German station wagon in the compact class and
Opel underscored its leadership in the wagon segment with it. Word spread about its roominess – by the mid-sixties, one in two station wagons was an Opel. The pretty Kadett coupé,
available from October 1963, was powered by a 48 hp 1.0 S unit that later became available
in the two other body versions, too.

02-002
Family outing: The Kadett Caravan
was available with a third seat
bench, providing room for up to
six people

02-003
Economic miracle: Many people dreamt
of a car and a house of their own.
With the affordable Kadett, that dream
was possible
02-004
On the hook: The sedan was the bestselling version of the Kadett

02-005
Elegance: Launched in October 1963,
the Kadett coupé with a 48 hp engine
was added to the model range

02-006
On track: Private drivers discovered the
sporting qualities of the Kadett. Here in
1963 in Monaco at the Monte Carlo Rally
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The most important innovations
its peppy new engine and many innovative chassis
details made the Kadett a really modern vehicle.
It was also inexpensive to service.
PRODUCTION

“A new plant, a new car,” was Opel’s slogan in 1962. For the production of the Wirtschaftswunder-Kadett, the company built a new ultra-modern factory on an old mining site in Bochum – its first car
plant outside of Rüsselsheim. Right from the start of the design of
this inexpensive and reliable new model, engineers attached great
importance to keeping the production simple: The body consisted
of only 12 main components. The side panels, for example, were
made from a single sheet of steel. The front axle and the steering
together formed one assembly unit – something far from conventional at that time.

ENGINE

For the Kadett A, the designers opted for a newly developed, water-cooled four-cylinder unit. The oversquare short-stroke engine
(bore/stroke: 72/61 mm) reached its nominal output of 40 hp at
5,000 rpm and set new standards at Opel in terms of its willingness to rev. The 993 cc unit was also very elastic and attained its
maximum torque of 7.2 mkg at just 2,000 rpm. The valves were operated by small, light push rods, while a roller chain with automatic
tensioner drove the camshaft. The engine was mated to an equally
new, fully synchronized four-speed gearbox with central gearshift
lever. Starting in 1963 – at least in the new coupé – buyers could
opt for a stronger engine with an extra 8 hp, which was achieved
by raising the compression ratio from 7.8 to 8.8:1. As a result, the
Kadett 1.0 S ran on premium instead of regular grade fuel.

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

“The weight of the car – only 670 kg when empty – is quite sensational. And that deserves high praise indeed, at least from the
engineering point of view,” commented one auto journalist after
testing the car. Despite the low weight, the body was stable: “Even
in the most extreme state of torsion, the doors could be opened
and closed perfectly normally,” wrote Olaf von Fersen in the “Automobil” magazine, admiring the rigidity of the body that he declared
far beyond standard.

SERVICE

Cost of ownership also was low. Thanks to its maintenance-free
joints on the chassis and steering, the Kadett A did not need any
lubricating nipples. With the new rack-and-pinion steering, the
steering play adjusted automatically. The chain drive of the camshaft also adjusted on its own due to the automatic tensioner. Opel
also trimmed servicing and spare part costs to a minimum: An oil
change was needed only every 5,000 km, and the 10,000 kilometer service cost only 15 euros in today’s terms including material.
A re-manufactured engine cost a mere 200 euros. Apart from wellequipped garages with trained staff, a reliably functioning spare
parts service was essential: Hence, in 1960, Opel opened a new
modern spare parts and accessories center in Rüsselsheim.

CHASSIS

The front wheels had individual double-wishbone suspension. A
new kind of “wide-gap” leaf spring served as the spring element.
It also assumed the function of a stabilizer when driving round
bends. A new aspect of the rear axle was its central articulated construction. In 1962, the press wrote: “The new central articulated
axle has improved axle guidance and thus better wheel control, and
it relieves the rear springs of brake and drive torque.” Functioning
as third support point of the drive unit, it also kept a lot of the vibrations away from the body.
02-007
Recipe for success: the x-ray revealed
reliable engineering and plenty of
space
02-008
Development phase: Opel decided early
to opt for a water-cooled front engine
and a self-supporting body

02-009
Room with a view: Good all-round vision
and a full set of instruments with
a broadband speedometer made the
Kadett desirable property

02-010
Ready for the road: Newly-made Kadetts
in the new plant in Bochum (1964)
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“Bochum and Opel:
A symbiosis”

The new Opel plant in Bochum began operations
making the Kadett A. The bold decision to build a
new plant paid off: 9.6 million Kadetts and Astras
have rolled off its production line so far.

“Neither in Rüsselsheim nor in the whole surrounding region do we have the necessary
conditions to expand production capacity. There’s not enough room to grow, and we don’t
have the necessary labor in the catchment area.” That, in a nutshell, is why Opel said it built
a new factory in Bochum for the Kadett A.
The earth-moving work began September 1960 on a former mining area. It was at that time
Europe’s largest building site, with some 300 construction companies employing 5,500
workers to shift 2.5 million tons of earth, making 500,000 cubic meters of concrete and
installing 90,000 tons of steel during day-and-night shifts. In total, Opel invested a billion
marks. The site officially opened October 10, 1962, and production of the Kadett got under
way. Construction of the body shell and final assembly were carried out in Plant I, while the
engines, transmissions and axles were built in Plant II.
“Bochum and Opel: a symbiosis,” wrote Theodor Faber in the “Ruhr-Nachrichten” newspaper
about the partnership between Opel and the city of Bochum. Since the opening of the plant,
around 9.6 million compact models and a total of more than 13 million Opels have been
produced there to date. At present, some 850 Astras are assembled each day. Bochum also
produces the successful Astra-based compact van, the Zafira.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Maintenance-free independent suspension with

double transverse control arms
Front wheel suspension/damping	Elastically mounted cross leaf springs

(triplex steel band semi-elliptical springs),
telescopic shock absorbers
Rear wheel suspension
Central joint rear axle
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Leaf springs, telescopic shock absorbers
Steering, type	Rack and pinion steering with two tie rods
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 4J x 12
Tires, size (Base)	Tubeless, 5.50 x 12
Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

sedan

coupé and l-sedan

station wagon 1000 3-door

3923 x 1470 x 1410
2325
1200/1205
670–685

3990 x 1470 x 1410
2325
1200/1205
670–685

3923 x 1434 x 1483
2325
1209/1214
720

Hans Herrmann, born 1928, and Germany’s only
Grand-Prix driver at the time, after a test drive
for the “Bunte” magazine in 1962

“It is a very elastic engine that
emits a friendly humming sound
and is almost inaudible in
neutral. Even when I gave it a
thrashing, it stayed smooth.
It is certainly phenomenal, this
Opel engine.”
02-011
Celebrations: The 500,000th Kadett A rolled off
the conveyor belt in Bochum in 1965

02-012
Production line: The newly built plant in Bochum
was one of the most modern production facilities
in the world
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1965
Opel Kadett B

canada introduces its new “Maple Leaf” flag. The first commercial news
satellite “Early Bird” is launched into space. The 11.6 km Mont Blanc road
tunnel, the world’s longest, opens. Princess Stephanie of Monaco is born.
Franz Beckenbauer debuts internationally in a qualifying match against
Sweden. The Beatles’ fifth album, “Help!” arrives in the shops. The Kadett B
succeeds the Kadett a.
03-001
Natural habitat: A
Rallye Kadett seemed
at home at the Monte
Carlo Rally in Monaco
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Model generation –
facts and figures

Opel Kadett B
Production period
1965–1973
Number
2.6 million
Body variants
+ Two-door sedan
+ Four-door sedan
+ two- and four-door fastback
		 (LS)
+ Three-door station wagon
+ Five-door station wagon
+ Two-door coupé
+ two-door rallye kadett
+ two-door rallye ls kadett
+ olympia two- and four-door
		 and coupé
Engines	Gasoline: 1.1 l/45 hp, 1.1 l/55 hp,
1.1 l/60 hp, 1.2 l/60 hp,
1.7 l/75 hp, 1.9 l/90 hp
Special characteristics + From 1968, available with
		 automatic transmission
+ First high-capacity sporty
		 compact car
Series

opel kadett b 25

One size up

From September 1965 to July 1973, a total 2.6 million
units of the Kadett B rolled off the production
line. The variety of models was considerable, and
with the launch of the Kadett Rallye, Opel also
discovered a niche for affordable, sporty compact
cars.
B follows A, and in 1965 a new series – internally designated with the second letter of the
alphabet – replaced the first model that was built in Bochum, the Kadett A. The new version
was more than four meters long and thus a good deal bigger than its predecessor. Right
from launch, buyers could choose between a sedan, a station wagon and a coupé.
As for its fashionable figure – the designers were inspired by their colleagues overseas.
The flat sloping rear was reminiscent of the fastback models popular in the US. In 1966,
“Automobil Illustrierte” noted: “You can almost see the power and speed before you hear
the engine.” One characteristic style element was the three gill-shaped ventilation slits in
the C pillar.
Not only was the length stepped up: So, too, was the horsepower. Opel engineers enlarged
the bore of the four-cylinder unit by 3 mm. The basic 1,078 cc unit developed 45 hp. Also
available was a higher-compression 1.1 S engine with 55 hp.
The Kadett was a fast success. Before the end of 1965, more than 87,000 sedans and
18,200 station wagons came off the Bochum production lines. By the time production ended in July 1973, the model often topped the list of new registrations in Germany. And its
success was certainly not limited to its country of birth. In 1966, the export quota reached
50 percent as customers from 120 countries around the globe snatched up the Kadett.
Among the many reasons for its popularity was its price: The basic model cost only 100
Deutschmarks more than its predecessor. In November 1966, Opel opened up the niche for
affordable, sporty compact cars when it launched the Kadett Rallye. With its matte black
engine hood and decorative stripes, the coupé made a very striking appearance on the
road. It was initially equipped with a 60 hp double-carburetor version of the 1.1-liter engine,
but from 1967 also became available with a 1.9-liter unit. The eye-catching paintwork did
take some getting used to but quickly turned into a hallmark signature.

03-002
Party scene: The luxurious Olympia made
a stylish impression
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03-003
Dashing: the 1972 Rallye Kadett was
jazzed up with characteristic
paintwork and black decorative stripes
03-004
Vacation time: With four doors and
plenty of space, the Kadett helped
drivers arrive relaxed at their
destination

03-005
Easy travel: With its 1.57 meter long
loading area, the Caravan could also
take bulky sports equipment

03-006
Style and function: The Olympia’s instrument panel sported imitation wood
and three-spoke steering wheel

03-007
Elegant drive: Early Kadett coupé
was dressed with its typical
gill-like air vents in the C post

b
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The most important innovations

The addition of the large 1.9-liter engine to the model range,
the release of the luxury Olympia version and the first automatic
transmission all contributed to the success of the Kadett B.
RIGHT-SIZING

ELECTRICS

NEW CLASS

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

The Kadett B was the first compact car to boast a big engine: From
September 1967, buyers of the Kadett Rallye could opt for the 90 hp
1.9-liter four-cylinder unit taken from the Opel Rekord. It took the
coupé, equipped with a modified chassis, to a top speed of 170 km/h.
Overnight, motor sport became affordable for many.

The Kadett B sedan was the first Kadett to officially be a five-seater.
(The coupé was still authorized for just four people.) In all, the new
model was considerably larger. Compared with its predecessor, the
body was 18 cm longer and 10 cm wider, which was particularly
beneficial to the interior. “The amount of comfort has increased significantly. For example, there is 206mm more hip width and 73 mm
more shoulder width in the rear, and also 90mm more shoulder
width at the front. The size of the trunk has grown by around 12 percent to 337 liters,” wrote the Opel press department.

LUXURY VERSION

A premium version of a compact class car is nothing new. It is a
practice Opel introduced more than 40 years ago when it launched
the Olympia version of its Kadett. “The Olympia is the logical upward
progression of the successful Kadett concept,” the press folder at
that time explained. “With the same compact outer dimensions, the
Olympia has higher driving performance and exceptional equipment
and comfort.” From September 1967 to August 1970, more than
80,000 units of the Olympia A were sold. The luxury coupé’s upgraded equipment, which was available with 60, 75 or 90 hp power
plants, included special knotted carpets and an upholstered dashboard with a quality wood look. Outside, it sported a modified radiator grille pulled around the fenders with chrome strips, front headlamps in square frames and larger side windows at the rear, made
possible through the elimination of the gill-like ventilation slits.

03-008
Sunday best: From 1967 to 1971, Opel
built the Olympia as a luxury version
of the Kadett
03-009
In battle dress: The Kadett did justice
to the sporting reputation of the Opel
brand

03-010
leader of the pack: A Rallye Kadett
showed what it could do on the
Nürburgring

03-011
Fully loaded: The Kadett B sedan was the
first five-seater in the range – with plenty
of room for the luggage

The Kadett B was the first Kadett with a 12-volt electrical system.
“The changeover to 12 V is very welcome, and it means that, of the
major brands, only VW, Ford and BMW are still exercising unfashionable frugality,” wrote a motor journalist at the time. The instruments
in the cockpit were no longer wired but had a printed circuit.

From November 1968, for an extra 800 marks, the Kadett also was
available with automatic transmission. The automatic gearbox was
produced at GM’s transmission plant in Strasbourg, France. The
three-speed converter transmission initially was only available
with the large 1.7 and 1.9-liter engines, but a year later buyers of
the 1.1-liter Kadett with 60 hp could also go automatic.

MODEL RANGE

With the Kadett B, the diversification of the compact class began
in earnest at Opel. In autumn 1967, buyers had a choice of five engines with 45 to 90 hp. They could also choose between a dozen or
so body versions, together with the Olympia and Rallye models. In
total, the range consisted of 28 Kadett and 9 Olympia versions.
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Fast on the road and
on gravel

Sporting successes in Germany and abroad
justify the reputation of the Kadett Rallye as
a solid, inexpensive competition vehicle.
It did not take long for Hans Beck from the development department to recognize how much
potential the Kadett B coupé had as a competition vehicle. Together with Dieter Lambart,
who worked for an Opel distributor in Stuttgart, Beck revamped a coupé to make it suitable
for rallying. In January 1966, the pair placed 15th overall in the Monte Carlo Rally and third
in their class. Their success did not stop there: Soon afterward, the Kadett was class winner
in the ADAC winter endurance event and, by the end of the year, Beck and Herbert Heuser
won overall in the Tour d’Europe.
With the launch of the official Kadett Rallye in November 1966, Opel re-enforced this sporting success, introducing the forerunner to a whole number of sporty Opel compact models,
including the present-day Astra OPC. The list of victories was almost endless: The reliable
and economical Kadett Rallye celebrated success at the Stuttgart–Lyon–Charbonnières
Rallye, the Hessen Rallye, the Rallye Trifels and the Tour de Luxembourg. Opel tuner Günther Irmscher won the Tour d’Europe in 1967. The same year, the Kadett recorded its greatest success to date when Lambart teamed with Hans Vogt to become class winners in the
Monte Carlo Rally.
Just how successful the Kadett Rallye model actually was at the time in motor sports is
illustrated by the statistics for 1968: In a total of 238 events, it scored 222 class victories
plus 345 gold and 287 silver medals.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Maintenance-free independent suspension with

double transverse control arms
Front wheel suspension/damping	Elastically mounted cross leaf springs

(triplex steel band semi-elliptical springs),
telescopic shock absorbers
Rear wheel suspension
Central joint rear axle
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Leaf springs (as of 1967 coil springs),
telescopic shock absorbers
Steering, type	Rack and pinion steering
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 4J x 12 und 4 1/2 J x 13
Tires, size (Base)
5.50 x 12 and 1.55 x 13
Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

sedan

Coupé and L-sedan

Kadett B LS 2-/4-door

Kadett B LS Coupé 2-door

4105 x 1573 x 1400
2416
1250/1280
745–785

4182 x 1573 x 1405
2416
1250/1280
745–785

4182 x 1573/1614 x 1400
2416
1250/1280
755

4182 x 1573 x 1405
2416
1250/1280
755

Caravan Normal equipment
3-/5-door

Caravan „L“-equipment
3-/5-door

4100 x 1573/1614 x 1395
2416
1250/1280
850/870

4177 x 1573/1614 x 1395
2416
1250/ 1280
855/875

	Rallye Kadett B LS 2-door
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

4182 x 1573 x 1405
2416
1250/1280
780

Marion Beckhäuser, born 1972, fell in love with
a turquoise-colored Kadett. The professional
photographer from Hamburg bought it on a lark

03-012
Master of the mountains: A Rallye Kadett in its
element in the Alps during the Monte Carlo Rally
03-013
Mud-fight: Kadett coupé didn’t need to play dirty
in autocross

03-014
Amateur sport: Bengt dahlberg drove in a Kadett
in the 1970 “One-make Cup”

“The Kadett was parked in the port
area of Hamburg. I fell in love
with it immediately and stuck a
letter decorated with flowers
behind the windshield wiper.
When the owner phoned, it turned
out that I knew him. It was Nobby,
my ice-cream salesman. i must
admit, it took a bit of convincing to
get him to sell me the car.”
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04-001
Joie de vivre: With its Targa roof,
the Kadett Aero represented an
innovative body concept in the
compact class

1973
Opel Kadett C

Over a billion people around the world follow Elvis Presley’s concert in
Hawaii. George Foreman beats Joe Frazier to become the new world heavyweight boxing champion. Rock group Pink Floyd releases its “Dark Side of the
Moon” album. The last US soldier leaves Vietnam. The World Trade Center in
New York opens. Carl Gustav XVI is crowned King of Sweden. Germany institutes
a Sunday driving ban due to the oil crisis. In August, the Kadett C is launched.
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Model generation –
facts and figures
Production period

Opel Kadett C
1973–1979

Number

1.7 million

Series

+ Two- and four-door sedan
+ Three-door station wagon
+ Two-door coupé, rallye, gt/E
+ Three-door fastback model
		 (City)
+ Two-door convertible sedan
		 (Aero)
Engines	Gasoline: 1.0 l/40 hp; 1.2 l/52 hp,
1.2 l/60 hp, 1.6 l/73 hp,
1.6 l/75 hp, 1.9 l/105 hp,
2.0 l/110 hp, 2.0 l/115 hp
Special characteristics Last compact Opel model
with rear-wheel drive
Body variants
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the car with many talents

The Kadett C family had many faces: A smart family
car, a chic second car with a practical rear flap,
or a competitive sports coupé in war paint. A total
of 1.7 million of them were built between 1973
and 1979.
The rear-wheel drive Kadett C made its debut in August 1973 with a cleanly designed body
and a new double-wishbone front axle. Characteristic design features included a flat radiator grille, an engine hood with the brand’s signature crease, and a front apron in spoiler
form. A total of 18 different body and engine variants were available at launch, including a
sedan, station wagon and coupé, mated with the proven camshaft in head engines.
“The Kadett not only drives exceptionally well, but is also conscientiously designed and
cleanly made. It requires little maintenance, is repair-friendly and economical to run,” wrote
the car-testing experts at “auto motor und sport” in the 20/73 edition – just one example of
the praise lavished on the new Kadett C by the press at that time.
Functionality was the buzzword not only for the body but also for the interior. “When you
get into the new Kadett, you are struck not only by the clearly and cleanly designed circular instruments, but also by the warning lights, which, by the way, conform to the international standards,” noted author Werner Müller in the 22/73 issue of “Autozeitung.”
“Kadett City” was the name of the new body variant launched in May 1975. This threedoor fastback model with its large rear flap was particularly practical. But things were also
happening at the other end of the model range. “People, hold on to your trousers, the new
Kadett GT/E gets to 100 km/h in 9.8 seconds!” Opel’s advertising department boasted with
pride. The powerful GT/E debuted at 1975 IAA. Its 1.9-liter engine with Bosch L-Jetronic injection produced 105 hp and propelled the mere 900 kilograms of Kadett to a top speed of
184 km/h. Moreover, there was major buzz about the paint job: Above the belt line, the GT/E
was bright yellow, and below it, black.
Not only young drivers dreamed of a GT/E: From 1976, a number of famous works drivers got behind the wheel of the high-performance model. Walter Röhrl and Rauno Aaltonen
were successful at the Monte Carlo Rally and the Portugal Rally with GT/Es producing up to
225 hp. That year, Opel took second place in the overall Rallye Team Championship.

04-002
Ladies choice: The
Kadett City with its
large rear flap was
launched in 1975

04-003
Figurehead: Walter Röhrl advertised the Kadett GT/E, which was
equally at home racing as in daily
driving
04-004
Beach sports: The Kadett C, here the
sedan, was seen in many countries

04-005
Shopping the easy way: The Kadett
City was 20 cm shorter than the
sedan, but had a hatchback and
variable trunk

04-006
Multi-talented: The spacious Kadett
Caravan, shown here after the
model upgrade in 1977 with indicators
alongside the headlamps

04-007
Workplace: Modern Kadett interior
boasted three-point belts on the
front seats
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The most important innovations

Only the rear-wheel drive was conventional: With its broad model
range, including the City and Aero, and its modern powertrain,
the Kadett C raised the bar for its rivals.
THREE-POINT BELT

When the Kadett C first rolled off the production line in 1973, it was
the first Kadett to have three-point belts on the front seats, with
connections to the B pillar at the top and bottom as well as on the
belt lock. It was a life-saving safety feature and, in 1985, the German Patents Office selected the three-point safety belt as one of
the eight inventions to have brought the biggest benefit to humankind in the last 100 years. The Opel Safety Vehicle OSV 40 based
on the Kadett (see next page) in 1974 demonstrated the extent to
which safety awareness increased in the 1970s.

INJECTION

Instead of a mechanical carburetor, the Bosch L-Jetronic injection
took over the task of fuel mixture preparation in the GT/E (from
1975). How much fuel was injected into the intake pipe depended
on the volume of intake air, which was measured electronically.

NEW CHASSIS

The biggest technical innovation was the new double-wishbone
axle with coil springs at the front. A stabilizer at the front was standard for all versions, as were belted tires all round. The track width
was 20 mm wider than with its predecessor to improve handling.

WORLD CAREER

The Kadett C was produced not only in Bochum, Germany, but also
at Vauxhall in the UK under the name Chevette. It was also built in
the United States, Canada, Australia, Argentina and Brazil with a
slightly modified body and engineering to suit the local conditions.
In 1980, the Kadett C returned to the German market as an entry
version – the Vauxhall Chevette – and remained in the company’s
portfolio until April 1982.

FOUR-VALVE TECHNOLOGY

At the IAA 1975, a sports engine debuted with flat forged pistons,
Kugelfischer gasoline injection and two camshafts. The engine
had a maximum output of over 200 hp, and was installed for the
first time in a Kadett with a four-valve head for the Portugal Rally
in 1976. In 1978, new regulations banned the use of special cylinder heads in group 2, which initially meant the end of this engine.
A year later, in 1979, many of the design details of this four-valve
engine emerged in the Ascona 400.

FIVE-SPEED TRANSMISSION

Starting in 1977, the Kadett GT/E with its 115 hp two-liter engine
was equipped as standard with a five-speed gearbox instead of the
usual four-speed unit. In the end, 2,234 of this so-called “1,000 series” of the Kadett GT/E were built, although only 1,000 were originally planned for homologation for motor racing. Because Opel had
already sold out by the end of April 1978, it produced two more runs
in June 1978. The first 1,000 coupés can be identified, among other
things, by the “X” stamped into the trunk floor.

RARE TARGA

04-008
Forever young: Many Kadett coupés are
still competing in rallies and historic
motor sports events
04-009
Close relative: The British named their
version of the Kadett the Vauxhall
Chevette, which was also available in
Germany from 1980

04-010
Good conduct: A new feature was
the double wishbone front axle with
coil springs

04-011
Rare appearance: Only 1,242 Kadett Aeros
were built by Baur body works in Stuttgart

The Kadett Aero was an innovative body concept. Only 1,242 of
this Targa model were built between 1976 and 1978 by the Stuttgart-based Baur body works. The center part of the roof could be
detached quickly and stored in the trunk. The folding top behind
the roll bar could be stowed away. With its unusual Targa concept
and the shrill seventies’ interior decorated with checked fabric, the
Aero is now one of the most sought-after Kadett Cs.
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Near-production safety study

The outer skin of the “OSV 40” concept car was
virtually identical to that of the Kadett C. Steel
reinforcements improved accident safety.

In 1974, Opel unveiled its “OSV 40” safety vehicle, a near-production prototype based on
the Kadett with compact dimensions and low weight. Stable longitudinal and transverse
profiles plus reinforced doors and sills protected the passengers in the event of a collision
or rollover. Energy-absorbing plastic bumpers could withstand minor knocks up to 5 km/h.
The vehicle was designed to withstand a head-on impact with a rigid obstacle at a speed of
65 km/h, equivalent to an impact at 40 miles an hour – hence the figure “40” in the name.
With this study, Opel showed that optimum passive safety could be achieved not only with
large and heavy vehicles, but also with compact, lighter-weight cars. At 960 kg, the experimental vehicle stayed well under the one-ton limit.
Experience gleaned from the development work and the testing of the OSV 40 went into the
production of various subsequent models, including the Ascona and Manta B in 1975. Indeed, all the study vehicles designed in the seventies were important testing fields for the
automotive engineers. In addition, their high public profile contributed to a growing awareness by drivers for safety feature. In the past, matters of safety and the consequences of
accidents had been largely ignored and regarded as taboo; by the mid-1970s, car buyers
were now considering passive and active safety elements when they purchased a new car.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Independent suspension with double transverse

control arms
Coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers, stabilizer
Rear wheel suspension
Central joint rear axle with longitudinal control arms
Rear wheel suspension/damping
Coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers, stabilizer
Steering, type	Damped rack and pinion steering
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 4J x 12 und 5 J x 13
Tires, size (Base)
6.00 x 12
Front wheel suspension/damping

Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

sedan 2-/4-door

coupé

city

4124 x 1570/1580 x 1375/1370
2395
1300/1301
765–805

4124 x 1580 x 1335
2395
1300/1301
765–805

3893 x 1570 x 1380
2395
1300/1301
795–810

station wagon/station wagon “L” and Berlina
length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

04-012
Extra protection: The front and
rear ends of the OSV 40 study had
energy-absorbing add-on parts

4138/4140 x 1385/1580
2395
1300/1299
800–835

Jochen Berger, born 1946, was Germany’s first
professional co-driver. He sat next to Walter Röhrl
from 1972 to 1976. Among other things, the pair
gained a sensational fourth place in the 1976 Monte
Carlo rally in a Kadett C GT/E

“Driving with Walter in the Kadett C
through a special stage was less
dangerous than crossing a main
road in a city.”
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1979
Opel Kadett d

Mother Teresa receives the Nobel Peace Prize. Canadians Scott Abbott and
Chris Haney develop the board game “Trivial Pursuit.” Shiite religious leader
Ayatollah Khomeini returns to Iran after 15 years in exile. Kimi Räikkonen,
Formula 1 world champion in 2007, is born. The US space probe “Voyager I” gets
to within 278,000 km of Jupiter. The “Cap Anamur” rescue ship picks up the
first Vietnamese refugees. Opel launches the Kadett D.
05-001
New layout: The Kadett was
Opel’s first ever front-wheel
drive model
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Model generation –
facts and figures

Opel Kadett D
Production period
1979–1984
Number
2.1 million
Body variants
+ Three- and five-door fastback
+ two- and four-door fastback
		 with deck lid
+ three- and five-door gte
+ three- and five-door sr
+ Three- and five-door station
		 wagon
+ three-door van
Engines	Gasoline: 1.2l/53 hp, 1.2l/54 hp,
1.2l/60 hp, 1.3l/60 hp, 1.3l/75 hp,
1.8l/115 hp
Diesel: 1.6l/54 hp
Special characteristics First Opel model with frontwheel drive. From 1980
introduction of “ONS Kadett Cup”
for 1.3 S models
Series
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new powertrain layout

With its front-wheel drive and the new OHC engines,
the Kadett D rejuvenated the compact class at
Opel. From 1979 to 1984, a total of 2.1 million fastback and station wagon models of this series
were produced.
Visually, the Kadett D was a soft revolution. Technically, it was a different story. At the 1979
IAA, Opel’s first front-wheel drive model debuted as the modern-looking Kadett D. The packaging was truly convincing. Although the newcomer was 126 mm shorter than its predecessor at 3,998 mm, it sported a longer interior and offered significantly more space than
many of its rivals.
But it was not only the powertrain layout and the chassis with a torsion-beam axle at the
rear that broke with tradition: The Kadett was given a new 1.3-liter OHC engine that generated 60 or 75 hp. The revolution continued with the body variants. In addition to the spacious
station wagon with a load volume of up to 1,425 liters, Opel offered only fastback versions.
The range of engines grew successively: In spring 1980, the 1.2 S with 60 hp was added
to the list of options, and in August 1981, the 90 hp 1.6 S joined the new engine family.
The swirl-chamber diesel unit introduced by Opel in 1982 with the same capacity was also
based on this gasoline engine. That 1.6 D offered 54 hp.
Power-hungry Kadett drivers needed to be patient a little longer. The SR versions, which
were only available as three-door models, made a sporty impression with their spoilers,
swish exterior mirrors, black foil on the sills and Recaro seats. Under the hood they initially
had the familiar 1.3 S and 1.6 S engines with 75 and 90 hp respectively.
But in January 1983 things changed: “As the youngest offshoot of the Opel family, the
Kadett GTE is a member of that happy generation of cars that accelerates like a bullet, sticks
to the road like bubblegum at high noon and signals joie de vivre,” gushed Jürgen Reinke in
“Start” magazine. The GTE had a top speed of 187 km/h and was equipped with a 1.8-liter
four-cylinder engine that developed 115 hp. Other technical modifications included a tighter
and lower chassis, new steering dampers and ventilated disk brakes at the front.

05-002
Youthful: The Kadett
SR combined a sporty
look with modern 75
and 90 hp OHC engines
05-003
Loads of space: There was room for
more than just a picnic basket in the
trunk of the Kadett hatchback
05-004
Sportsview: The Kadett GTE with
115 hp was added to the range in 1983

05-005
Subtle difference: The Kadett D was
available with a trunk lid (left) and
a large tailgate

05-006
Modern times: Dashboard and
seat fabrics were harmonized

05-007
Bags of room: The trunk of the
three and five-door Kadett
Caravan could accommodate up
to 1,425 liters of baggage
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The most important innovations

New powerful engines with low fuel consumption featuring an
overhead camshaft and maintenance-friendly design were just some
of the technical highlights of this front wheel drive model.
FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE

“The driving performance of the new Opel felt so balanced from
the outset that you would think the engineers in Rüsselsheim had
been doing nothing but work on front wheel drive cars for years,”
announced “auto motor und sport” after the launch of the Kadett
D, praising the new powertrain layout. Powered front wheels and
transversally installed engines – Opel has remained true to this
recipe for success in the compact class ever since.

BODY VERSIONS

Unlike its predecessors, the Kadett D was not available as a sedan
with a separate trunk. To keep notchback fans interested, Opel
offered, as an alternative to its fast-back Kadett with a large rear
hatch, a second version with a separately opening trunk lid, recognizable from the external hinges.

GASOLINE ENGINE

From the very beginning, the Kadett D was available with a completely new 1.3-liter engine that sported a light alloy cross-flow cylinder head and overhead camshaft. The unit was available in two
versions with 60 hp in the Kadett 1.3 N and 75 hp in the 1.3 S. The
letters used in the model names indicated which type of fuel the
Kadett needed. The lower powered unit had lower compression and
got by with regular-grade gasoline (“normal” in German).

DIESEL ENGINE

The newly developed diesel engine was based on the gasoline engine of the same capacity. Common constructional characteristics
were the light alloy cylinder head and the overhead camshaft driven by a toothed belt. The 54 hp 1.6 D was the first European diesel
car to have hydraulic valve-clearance compensation.

05-008
New kids on the block: Two hatchbacks
and the Caravan station wagon made up
the Kadett D family
05-009
Gamekeeper: The limited edition
“Pirsch” (prowl) was in its element in
the country

05-010
Fresh interior design: Front-wheel
drive and transverse engine allowed a
completely new packaging

05-011
Wild at heart: The Kadett GTE had a
1.8-liter fuel-injection engine and 115 hp

NICHE MODELS

As an innovative marketing concept, Opel targeted special groups
with special models. In January 1982, for instance, Opel took aim
at rangers and hunters with its limited “Pirsch” (Prowl) edition. This
Kadett was equipped with massive-bar mud and snow tires, limited
slip differential and underbody protection. With the shortened front
apron and a mechanical ride-height control system at the rear, the
ground clearance was 15 cm. Other examples included special editions like the Kadett J (a particularly inexpensive entry-level model,
available from the end of 1982) and the Kadett Caravan developed
for disabled drivers (from January 1983).

INJECTION

While its more pedestrian brothers used carburetors for preparing
the fuel mixture, the top GTE model boasted the Bosch LE-Jetronic
injection system. One new feature was the fuel cut-off while coasting, in which consumption was reduced by the injection valves
stopping the fuel supply. The system incorporated parameters such
as engine temperature, engine speed, throttle position and accelerator pedal position.

SERVICE

In July 1982, Opel extended the service intervals from 10,000 to
15,000 kilometers. The service-friendly design of the Kadett also
helped save money by incorporating maintenance-free components
such as the automatic compensation of the valve play with hydraulic
valve tappets (all OHC engines) and a breakerless transistor ignition
system. The 1.6 S engine featured the latter system from the very
beginning, and it was later built into the 1.3 S. A clutch disk could be
replaced in 65 minutes without taking out the engine and, thanks
to a new cylinder head gasket, the service after the first 1,000 km
became superfluous.
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The dream of space

Passengers benefited from the new powertrain
layout of the Kadett D. Not only did they gain more
space, so did their luggage.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Independent suspension with McPherson struts

Coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers, stabilizer
Compound control arm rear axle
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Mini-block springs, telescopic shock absorbers,
stabilizer
Steering, type	Maintenance-free rack and pinion steering
(safety steering)
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 4 1/2 J x 13
Tires, size (Base)
145 SR 13
Front wheel suspension/damping

“The decision to go for a front-wheel drive and transverse installation of the engine was
solely a question of getting the largest possible interior with the smallest possible dimensions,” explained Karl Bettmann, chief engineer at the time of the Kadett D. Nowadays, the
word “packaging” would be used. According to the Opel definition, packaging is the optimal
division of the available space between the car’s technical components, passenger cabin
and luggage compartment.
The Kadett D made consistent use of the advantages of the front-wheel drive principle
and transversally installed engine. It had the longest interior in its class and offered about
50 liters more trunk volume – namely a total of 402 – than its main competitors. Compared
with its notchback predecessor, 24 liters more fit under the large rear flap.
Replacing the old live axle at the back with a torsion beam axle also affected space utilization. The 42-liter tank (station wagon: 50 liters) could be accommodated beneath the rear
bench and, because the rear bench could be folded back, provided the versatility that has
become typical of the Opel brand. McPherson struts were used on the front axle.
The aerodynamics also benefited from the transversally installed engine and flatter hood.
With a drag coefficient of 0.39, the Kadett D was one of the most aerodynamic vehicles in
its class, underlining yet another Opel tradition.

05-012
Flower power: The tank below the rear
seat bench meant extra flexibility –
nowadays a typical Opel characteristic,
not just for the station wagon

Rear wheel suspension

Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

sedan 2-, 3-, 4- and
5-door and SR, GTE

station wagon 3-/5-door

3998 x 1636 x 1380
2514
1400/1406
815–1000
(depending on engine)

4207 x 1636 x 1400
2520
1400/1406
875/885 3-door, 895/905 5-door
(depending on engine)

Friedrich W. “Fritz” Lohr, born 1926, was Opel’s head of research
and development for many years and responsible for changing
all midsize and compact Opel models to front-wheel drive.

“In the internal battle for front-wheel
drive, I said one day that I would like to see
ten people who can drive well come the
next morning to the proving ground in
Dudenhofen. There, I made them do a standing-start test on the 30% gradient with
front- and rear-wheel drive. That put an end
to the question. The good ones made it with
both concepts, the bad ones with neither
of them. From then on FWD stood only for
‘Fritz will das’ (‘Fritz wants that’)”.
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06-001
Teamwork: Haider/
Hinterleitner won
the Hessen Rally in
1989 with their 220 hp
Kadett GSi 16V

1984
Opel Kadett E

Private TV starts in Germany. France wins the European Football Championships. Richard von Weizsäcker becomes Federal German President and US
President Reagan is re-elected. India’s Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is assassinated. In Liechtenstein, women gain the right to vote and in Switzerland,
Elisabeth Kopp is the first woman to serve in the cabinet. The wearing of seat
belts becomes compulsory in Germany. Apple launches the first Macintosh
computer onto the market. And Opel offers the world the Kadett E.
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Opel Kadett E
Production period
1984–1991
Number
3,779,289
Body variants
+ Three- and Five-door hatchback
+ three- and Five-door
		 station wagon
+ Four-door notchback sedan
+ three- and five-door gsi
+	Three-, four- and five-door gt
+ Two-door convertible
+ Two-door van
+ Two-door Combo truck
Engines	Gasoline: 1.2 l/55 hp, 1.3 l/60 hp,
1.3 l/75 hp, 1.4 l/60 hp, 1.4 l/75 hp,
1.6 l/75 hp, 1.6 l/82 hp, 1.6 l/90 hp,
1.8 l/84 hp, 1.8 l/90 hp, 1.8l/100hp,
1.8 l/116 hp, 2.0 l/116 hp, 2.0 l/130
hp, 2.0 l/150 hp, 2.0 l/156hp
Diesel: 1.5 l/72 hp, 1.6 l/54 hp,
1.7 l/57 hp
Special characteristics + First convertible since 1936
+ The kadett GSi, with a drag
		 coefficient of 0.30 was the
		 most aerodynamic hatchback
		 in the world.
+ Voted “Car of the Year 1984”
Series
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Aerodynamic Champion

The second front-wheel drive Kadett, built from
1984 to 1991, was named “Car of the Year 1984” and
was an absolute winner, selling a grand total of
3,779,289 cars in its lifetime. The Kadett E was the
world leader in aerodynamics; it also dominated its
class in motor racing.
Efficiency was the name of the game, and the Opel engineers certainly hit the jackpot in
1984. Based on the engineering of its predecessor but with a completely new hatchback
design, the Kadett E was set for an enormous career. Buyers took to the new form after
only a few months, paving the way for a new success story that provided the Kadett E
with 625,000 new registrations across Europe in 1987. By this time, the station wagon version already had climbed to the top of its class. In the fall of 1985 the notchback made a
comeback, making it the first true sedan in Opel’s compact class line up since the Kadett C.
Moreover, the sporty GSi variant was an icon in the making. When the legendary 16-valve
engine arrived on the scene in 1987, it left its competitors eating dust.
Auto journalists recognized early on that the new model was destined for success: The car
was voted “Car of the Year 1984” by European automobile journalists and, like its predecessor, also received the “Goldenes Lenkrad” (Golden Steering Wheel) from Bild am Sonntag.
Jury President, Professor Max Danner, noted: “A follow-up model to a successful series
must have some clear plus points compared with its predecessor. Opel’s engineers have
done a really good job there.”
From the very beginning, Opel’s development team kept an eye on motor racing. When the
GSi was presented to the press in Corsica, a prototype of the rallye model with 170 hp was
also available for test drives. In the two-liter class, the Kadett remained almost unbeatable
on the race track for several years. But Opel had even greater ambitions: After private driver
Heinz-Friedrich Peil, nicknamed Bimbo, achieved initial success in 1988, Opel entered a
works team in the German Touring Car Championship (DTM) in 1989. The Kadett GSi developed around 270 hp at 8,100 rpm in the DTM trim, weighed only 800 kg and quickly became
the fans’ favorite with drivers Markus Oestreich, Peter Oberndorfer and Volker Strycek.
Going less for speed but more for the endurance, two 54 hp diesel station wagons set out in
1987 on the 30,000 km route from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego. The torturous tour in the thin
air of the Upper Andes nearly sapped the strength of the still non-turbocharged diesels. Despite this, both cars reached their destination, proving that it’s not easy to stop a Kadett.

06-002
Sleek and swift: The
Kadett sedan had an
outstanding drag
coefficient of 0.32

06-003
Fresh air en masse: The convertible
celebrated its premiere at the 1985 IAA
06-004
Top model: The sporty GSi was initially
fitted with an 1.8-liter engine, later
with a 2.0-liter unit

06-005
Dream Car: The Kadett Dream was
one of the popular and wellequipped special edition models

06-006
All-rounder: The Kadett Caravan
had no problem carrying all the
family’s skiing gear

06-007
Winning team: Oberndorfer,
Strycek and Oestreich excited
fans in the DTM race series
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The most important innovations

While the design of the Kadett was very much devoted to
achieving top aerodynamics, the car also offered a number
of other important technical innovations.
AERODYNAMICS

With a drag coefficient of 0.39, the Kadett D was already best in its
class, but its successor left this figure in the shade. After spending
1,200 hours of fine tuning in the wind tunnel, the E model achieved
a sensational 0.32. The GS, with a cD of 0.30 and an air resistance of
0.57 sq.m., was the most aerodynamic hatchback in the world.

BRAKES

Following an autumn 1989 make-over, the Kadett boasted ABS. The
brakes were offered as standard features in the GSi 16V and the
Kadett CS, making the Kadett the first compact class car to include
this system as standard. Other new safety features in 1989 were
the height-adjustable belts in the back and rear headrests.

DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS

Perhaps they were ahead of their time. Many observers poked fun
of the standard digital LCD instruments in the GSi. Opel responded
by offering the additional option of conventional circular instruments.

CONVERTIBLE

The Kadett C Aero with a removable Targa roof came first, but at the
1985 IAA, Opel presented the first true compact convertible since
1936. Made by the Italian specialist Bertone, it was launched in
1987 and was an enormous success: Up until production ended in
1991, 60,218 of them were sold.

CATALYTIC CONVERTER

In 1985, Opel was the first manufacturer to race rallye cars with a
catalytic converter – in this case, two versions of the Kadett 1.8i.
Writing in the Opel magazine “Start,” one reporter remarked that the
“pipe cleaner” did the job in excellent fashion. “In a post-examination, the catalytic converter was in sound physical condition even
after 13 hours of tough rallying.” From then on, catalytic converter
models were available on all Opel models, from the Corsa to the
Monza. In 1988, some 45.9 percent of the Kadetts sold in Germany
were equipped with a “pipe cleaner.”
06-008
Protective coating: The body
shells were primed automatically
by cataphoretic painting
06-009
Technical trendsetter: The Kadett GSi
had digital instruments as standard

06-010
Tunnel testing: With a drag coefficient
of 0.30, the GSi was the most aerodynamic
sedan in the world

06-011
Source of power: The standard version
of the new two-liter 16V (here a racing
version) generated a hefty 150 hp

PRODUCTION

Opel invested the equivalent of around 500 million euros in its
Bochum plant. In addition to robot-controlled state-of-the-art welding technology – more than 98 percent of all weld points were done
automatically – the assembly process also began using adhesive
bonding techniques. For the first time, for example, the adhesive
was used to bond the door structure to the outer skin as well as
on all fixed windows. The separate pre-assembly of the cockpit and
the doors, too, was a world first. This was done with the aid of 160
computer-controlled, trolley-like robots, heralding the end of the
inflexible production line.

FOUR-VALVE ENGINE

In 1987, Opel presented an époque-making engine in the Kadett GSi
16V. The new two-liter 16-valve unit with a lambda-probe catalytic
converter developed what was previously almost inconceivable for
the compact class, namely, 150 hp. With its help, the Kadett sports
model could hit zero to 100 km/h in 8.0 seconds. Despite this, the
engine, which was equipped with a state-of-the-art Motronic engine
control system, was exceedingly frugal with its Euromix consumption of just 7.6 liters per 100 km. In standard trim in the Kadett GSi,
this engine gave a remarkable top speed of 215 km/h, and in the
various race versions, the engine dominated the two-liter class for
many years in all the race and rallye disciplines. In fact, race cars
with a 16V Opel engine have won the German Formula 3 Championship each year except one from 1992 until today.

electric propulsion

In 1991, the Kadett went electric. The “Impuls” prototype developed
16 kW. More about this on the next page.
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Kadett – all charged up

Toward the end of its career, the Kadett went
out with a whisper – of sorts. The 1991 prototype
with the name “Impuls” was powered by an
electric motor.
At the end of 1980s, electrical propulsion was suddenly all the rage. The reason was not the
fear of a fuel shortage or global warming, but concern about exhaust emissions. Munich
was just one of many cities that threatened banning vehicles with a combustion engine
from its old town in 1995. That didn’t actually happen, but Opel and GM launched an electric propulsion development program that led in a straight line to the present-day E-Flex
concept.
The first drivable result was the Kadett Impuls in 1991. Its packaging and aerodynamics
were ideal for electrification. Only recognizable on the outside by the nameplate, the slim
aerodynamic body had a 16 kW direct current shunt motor under the hood. Weak though
it was, it still took the car to a maximum of 100 km/h and coped with gradients of up to
25 percent. When braking, it recuperated the energy and charged the battery. The cadmium
battery was made by the firm Saft, weighed 310 kg and was partially accommodated under
the engine hood and partially below the trunk floor. The experimental battery had an energy
content of 14.4 kWh, which gave it a range of up to 80 km in urban traffic. After that, the
Kadett Impuls needed to find an electric plug. Recharging took around five hours. The Impuls had the charger on board, which meant it could be charged almost anywhere.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Body/chassis design 	Monocoque all steel body
Front wheel suspension	Independent suspension with McPherson struts

Coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers,
torsion bar stabilizer
Rear wheel suspension
Compound control arm rear axle
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Mini-block springs, telescopic shock absorbers,
torsion bar stabilizer
Steering, type	Rack and pinion steering (safety steering)
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 4 1/2 J x 13 – 5J x 13
Tires, size (Base)
145 SR 13 – 155 SR/TR 13
Front wheel suspension/damping

Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

sedan
(3-/5-door, gt, gsi)

hatchback, four-door gt

convertible

station wagon 3-/5-door

3998 x 1663 x 1400
2520
1400/1406
855–1030

4218 x 1658 x 1400
2520
1400/1406
910–967

3998 x 1663 x 1385
2520
1400/1406
955–1020

4228 x 1666 x 1430
2520
1400/1406
895–1005/915–1025

Sepp Haider, born 1953, winner of the World Championship
Rallye New Zealand in 1988, and, in 1989, the German Rallye
Championship in a Kadett E GSi 16V

“The 24th special stage in the Rallye New
Zealand on July 11, 1988, was 37 km long,
full of bends and really brutal. I put
everything into it. I managed it but most of
my rivals did not. That gave us Opel’s first
World Championship victory since 1983.”
06-012
Smooth and silent: The electrically powered
Impuls I glided along at 100 km/h

06-013
Trial run: Parts of the battery were
accommodated in the floor of the trunk
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07-001
New name: In 1991, Astra
displaced Kadett as
the marque for Opel’s
compact range

1991
Opel astra f

Boris Yeltsin is elected the first President of the Russian Federation.
The German parliament votes to move the capital from Bonn to Berlin.
Glacier mummy Ötzi is found in the Ötztal Alps. A few weeks after the
release of the “Greatest Hits II” album, Queen’s lead singer Freddie Mercury
dies of complications related to AIDS. At the World Athletics Championships
in Tokyo, US sprinter Carl Lewis sets a world record in the 100 meters,
clocking 9.86 sec. Using the new name Astra, the next generation of Opel
compact cars debuts.
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Opel Astra F
Production period
1991–1997
Number
4.13 million
(without Astra Classic)
Body variants
+ Hatchback
		 (three and five-door)
+ three-door gsi
+ Sedan (four-door)
+ Convertible (two-door)
+ Station wagon (five-door)
Engines	Gasoline: 1.4 l/60 hp, 1.6 l/71 hp,
1.6 l/75 hp, 1.6 l/100 hp, 1.8 l/90 hp,
1.8 l/115 hp, 1.8 l/125 hp, 2.0 l/115
hp, 2.0 l/136 hp, 2.0 l/150 hp
	Diesel: 1.7 l/57 hp, 1.7 l/68 hp,
1.7 l/82 hp
Special characteristics The best-selling Opel model
so far
Series
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New name, old success

Some 4.13 million Astra Fs were built between 1991
and 1998, making it the bestselling Opel model
so far. Development work focused on combining
modern design with more interior space, enhanced
comfort and greater emphasis on environmental
protection.
“With the all new Astra, our customers will drive more safely, in greater comfort and make
less of an impact on the environment,” said Opel’s Chief Executive Louis R. Hughes in August
1991, describing the major strengths of the new model range. The successor to the Kadett
assumed the name of its British sister model (the fourth generation of the Kadett had been
sold in the UK as the Vauxhall Astra since 1980). It sported a new name, but enjoyed the
same success: The Astra F carried on where the Kadett left off by sticking to the same suffix
hierarchy and breaking sales records.
The new Astra offered not only modern design – designers talked of “clear, rounded contours and a tear-shaped footprint” – but also more interior space and comfort. For example,
the so-called hip point was raised by 30 mm compared with its predecessor, giving Astra
passengers a more comfortable seating position with better allround vision.
At the same time, Opel launched a safety offensive: “Passive safety should not cost anything extra,” proclaimed Friedrich Lohr, head of Research & Development. Accordingly, the
range of standard safety features offered throughout Europe was outstanding: All Astras
offered an active belt system with tensioners on the front seats belts, height-adjustable
belts and seat ramps. Moreover, side protection included double steel tube reinforcements
in all the doors.
For the first time, all engines came with catalytic converters. When the new model initially
was launched, buyers had a choice of five gasoline engines ranging from 60 hp to 150 hp
and a new diesel unit. The 1.7 TD was, at that time, one of the most environmentally friendly
diesel engines on the European car market. The 82 hp turbodiesel came equipped with
modern injection, oxidation catalytic converter, intercooler and an electronically-controlled
preheating system. The four-cylinder unit easily complied with 1987 US exhaust emission
standards and thus met the same emissions requirements as the gasoline models with a
lambda-sensor controlled catalytic converter. Also new was the use of recyclable materials for the Astra: The plastic fuel lines, air filter, fuel filling pipe and air ducts could all be
recycled.

07-002
Inside view: The Astra
combined front-wheel
drive with a transverse engine. shown is
a GSi 16V

07-003
Topless: The attractive convertible
was also available with an
electrically operated soft top
07-004
Snowmobile: The spacious station
wagon was a popular buy from the
very beginning

07-005
Family addition: In 1992, the sedan
joined the Astra model range

07-006
On the loose: The dynamically
designed GSi sports version was a
three-door hatchback

07-007
Ready for take-off: The Astra sedan
took to the road
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The most important innovations

Enhanced passive safety, alternative propulsion technologies
with electricity and gas, plus new comfort features –
these were the technology trends of the first Astra generation.
SAFETY

The safety package on the 1991 Astra marked a major step forward
for the compact class. The Opel Safety System comprised of, among
other things, side-impact protection, support ramps in the seats to
prevent submarining under the safety belt, and seat belt tensioners. Driver and front-passenger airbags (both standard from 1994)
and ABS were also available.

INFO DISPLAY

The 124 x17mm Multi Info Display (MID) on top of the center console was a world first. It combined the displays for the radio, onboard computer and check control, all within the driver’s field of
vision. Separating the receiver from the display also provided effective theft protection for the audio unit.

CLEAN AIR FILTER

CNG MODEL

In July 1996, a small production run of the Astra Caravan CNG
entered the market: 500 environmentally friendly gas-powered
vehicles were produced for utility companies, authorities and fleet
customers, who tested them under everyday conditions.

ELECTRIC DRIVE

The innovative Astra models with alternative propulsion proved
that high environmental compatibility and regular daily use could
be achieved. In 1992, the Impuls 2 electric car was launched. Its
successor, the Impuls 3, proved its effectiveness during largescale testing on the Baltic Sea island of Rügen. The ten prototypes
covered a total of more than 350,000 km between 1993 and 1997.
The Astra Impuls 3 equipped with a nickel-cadmium battery had an
output of 45 kW, a maximum speed of 120 km/h and a range of
160 km.

The Astra F was the first car in its class to feature a clean air system
as standard. It protected the occupants from pollen, dust and dirt
particles. The clean air system comprised of a recirculation device
and a special three-layer interior air filter positioned above the fan
that cleaned the inflowing air. Additional comfort was provided by
an air-conditioning unit which Opel offered for the first time in this
segment from fall 1992.

ANTI-THEFT DEVICE

The new central-locking system guaranteed even more effective
theft protection, because the doors of the Astra could no longer
be unlocked by pulling up the locking knobs. With the new central
locking system, the lock cylinder in the driver’s door offered the
possibility of additional mechanical door locking and securing all
the doors simultaneously.

TRACTION CONTROL

The Astra GSi 16V was the first model in this segment to enter the
market with electronically controlled traction control. It controlled
the amount of power transmitted to the front wheels by regulating
engine output.

07-008
Clean affair: All the Astra engines had
fuel injection and a catalytic converter
as standard
07-009
Electric alternative: The Astra Impuls II
II with the components of the electric
drive unit

07-010
Improved safety: Belt tensioners and support
ramps in the seats made driving safer

07-011
Reinforcements: Solid steel tubes in the
doors provided passenger protection in the
event of side impact
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Helping to build
eastern Germany

Opel was one of the first West German carmakers
to operate a plant in the former German Democratic Republic. it began producing the Astra at a
new plant in Eisenach in 1992.
Private functions may be everyday events at the traditional Glockenhof restaurant in
Eisenach, but the historic meeting that took place there on January 8, 1990, certainly was
not. It was a constructive meeting with a conspiratorial touch, because one of the people
present was Dr. Wolfram Liedtke, then chief of Automobilwerke Eisenach (AWE), now Quality Director at GM Europe, who was working without the consent of the IFA Kombinat, the
East German umbrella organization. He discussed with Opel chief Hughes and other Opel
board members a project that would save car production in Eisenach and mean an industrial turnaround for the state of Thuringia. Less than two years later, German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl personally drove the first Opel Astra made in Eisenach off the production line
of a brand new plant.
Opel was thus one of the first car manufacturers from West Germany to commit itself to
the “new” eastern Germany and, according to the local media in Eisenach, was a “beacon
of hope for the region, which was threatened by unemployment and existential fears.” In
March, 1990 Opel bought the AWE plant. On October 5, 1990 – only two days after German
reunification – workers at Opel AWE Pkw GmbH started building the Vectra from parts kits.
On September 23, 1992, Opel Eisenach GmbH opened a newly built plant and began producing the Astra. Since then, more than 2.3 million vehicles have come off the production
line at Opel’s Eisenach plant, which was conceived from the beginning as a training factory
for all GM sites worldwide. Today, the Corsa is manufactured there.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Computer calculated, monocoque all steel body with
5 seats
Front wheel suspension	Independent suspension with McPherson struts,
sub-frame used to mount control arm, stabilizer
and engine
Front wheel suspension/damping
Coil springs, telescopic shock absorbers, stabilizer
Rear wheel suspension
Compound control arm rear wheel suspension
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Mini-block springs with progressive rate,
telescopic shock absorbers, stabilizer
Steering, type	Rack and pinion steering (safety steering)
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 5 1/2 x 13
Tires, size (Base)
175/70 R 13 82
Body/chassis design

Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm) (Sedan)
Length/width – with mirrors/height (mm)
(Station Wagon)
Length/width/height (mm) (Hatch)

07-013
“Made in Eisenach”: The
Federal German Chancellor, Helmut Kohl,
was on hand when the
first Astra was built
in Thuringia, eastern
Germany

4278 x 1795 x 1525
4239 x 1688 x 1410

Length/width – with mirrors /height (mm)
(Cabrio)
Wheel base (mm)
Track width front/rear (mm)
Empty weight (kg)

07-012
All’s well on the
eastern front: With
the plant in Eisenach,
Opel committed to the
former east Germany

4051 x 1688 x 1410

4239 x 1795 x 1400
2517
1430/1429
930 – 1145 (station wagon)

While visiting the plant in Eisenach, US President
Bill Clinton, born 1946, noted that the Opel
employees were impressively demonstrating
what they were capable of as free citizens after
the collapse of the Eastern Bloc:

“It is not just the technology that
is important. The true secret is
the spirit of the people working at
the Opel plant in Eisenach.”
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08-001
The Astra gang: The Zafira
compact van and its Astra
siblings, the station wagon,
sedan, three and five-door
hatchback and coupé

1998
Opel astra g

The Lewinsky affair in the White House contributes to impeachment proceedings against US President Bill Clinton. Chrysler Corporation and
Daimler-Benz AG announce they will merge. The best-selling album of the
year is the soundtrack from the movie Titanic. One of the goals collapses
before the Champions League game between Real Madrid and Borussia
Dortmund. Host country France wins the World football Cup. The second
Astra generation is launched in the spring.
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Opel Astra G
Production period
1998–2004
Number
2.29 million to date
Body variants
+ Three- and Five-door
		 hatchback
+ Five-door station wagon
+ Four-door notchback sedan
+ Two-door coupé
+ Two-door convertible
+ Three-door AstraVan
Engines	Gasoline: 1.2 l/65 hp, 1.2 l/75 hp,
1.4 l/90 hp, 1.6 l/75 hp,
1.6 l/100 hp, 1.6 l/84 hp,
1.6 l/97 hp, 1.6 l/101 hp,
1.6 l/103 hp, 1.8 l/116 hp,
1.8 l/125 hp, 2.0 l/136 hp,
2.0 l/160 hp, 2.0 l/192 hp,
2.0 l/200 hp, 2.2 l/147 hp
Diesel: 1.7 l/68 hp, 1.7 l/75 hp,
1.7 l/80 hp, 2.0 l/82 hp,
2.0 l/101 hp, 2.2 l/125 hp
Special characteristics + Still in production as the
		Astra Classic in Gliwice, Poland
+ First full four-liter car (Eco 4),
		 first OPC production model
+ Also available with natural
		 gas propulsion as the 1.6 CNG
Series
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coming of age

Some 3.95 million units have been sold since the
second Astra series was launched in spring 1998.
The model is still being produced as the Astra
Classic in Gliwice, Poland.
Progressive independent design, dynamic chassis and powertrain technology as well as
nearly twice the torsional and flexural rigidity of its predecessor were just some of the characteristics of the completely new, second generation Opel Astra. The new model had a fully
galvanized body on which the company gave a twelve-year guarantee against corrosion –
an important factor when it comes to retaining value. The wheelbase had grown by around
ten centimeters and was the largest in the compact class. This meant more interior space
– in particular more rear knee room – and a larger trunk, which expanded to 370 liters. A
split folding rear bench and backrest were standard and made for handy versatility.
The new model range also made a striking impression among its competitors with its
unmistakable looks. The Astra G was defined by its fluid, technically-oriented design language, like the pronounced wedge form, the radiator grille integrated into the engine hood,
the high belt line and the striking front and rear ends. This unmistakable look underlined
qualities like stability, safety and sportiness.
In spring 1998, the Astra with its coupé-like design was offered from the start as a threeand five-door hatchback and as a Caravan station wagon. A notchback sedan, coupé and
convertible were added later. At its launch, the Astra was powered by engines ranging from
65 to 136 hp. Fuel consumption was reduced by up to 20% compared with its predecessor
– despite further improvements in driving performance. At 6.1 liters per 100 km (MVEG
standard), the Astra 1.2 16V was the most economical gasoline power plant in its class. A
drag coefficient of 0.29 and intelligent lightweight technology with aluminum struts on the
front axle and weight-optimized wheels played a major role in this.
Active safety was enhanced with a 30 percent increase in the luminous efficiency of the
transparent H7 halogen headlamps and the completely redesigned Dynamic Safety (DSA)
chassis. It combined comfort with agile and safe handling, even when fully loaded. Responsible were the wide track, insulated chassis sub-frame on the front wheel suspension, and
the innovative compact rear axle – a clever construction that led to smaller wheelhouses
and a wider trunk.

08-002
Beast of burden: Bags
and bags of space in
the Astra Caravan
08-003
Open enjoyment: The dynamically styled
convertible was based on the coupé
08-004
Roomier: Thanks to its long wheelbase,
the Astra had one of the largest interiors
of its class

08-005
Fitness course: The new body
language emphasized qualities such as
sportiness, stability and safety

08-006
Beauty treatment: The elegant coupé
was also available with a turbocharged
engine
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The most important innovations

The Astra G marked an important milestone, especially
under the hood: Affordable fuel-saving technologies were
introduced in the gasoline and diesel models.
ASTRA ECO 4

PRODUCTION

DIESEL OFFENSIVE

STEERING

In 2000, Opel presented the Astra Eco 4, the first four-liter car in
the compact class. According to the MVEG standard, the innovative and affordable fuel saver (equipped with the 75 hp 1.7 DTI 16V
power unit) used just 4.4 liters of diesel per 100 km. The exterior of
the Eco 4 differed from other Astra models in its unobtrusive rear
spoiler and smaller front inlet openings. It also sported low roll-resistance tires, lightweight suspension struts and hollow damper
piston rods.

For the first time in the compact class, a combination of direct
injection and four-valve technology was available when the new
model generation was launched: the 2.0 DTI 16V. In 2002 as the
world’s first production diesel-powered vehicle, the Astra 1.7 CDTI
complied with the specifications of the Euro-4 emissions standard
three years ahead of time.

ASTRA OPC

In autumn 1999, the first Astra OPC sports version was launched in
a small series of 3,000 vehicles with a 160 hp 2.0-liter engine. The
high-performance naturally aspirated engine served as a basis for
homologation for motor racing. It was followed in 2002 by a second
version of the OPC with a 200 hp turbocharged engine.

TWINPORT

With the innovative Twinport technology in 2002, Opel succeeded
in reducing fuel consumption. “A great idea from Opel,” wrote the
German daily “Bild” newspaper on March 23, 2003. The tabloid compared an Astra fitted with the 103 hp Twinport four-cylinder unit
with its immediate predecessor model using a conventional 100 hp
unit (both 1.6 liters). It found that Twinport technology reduced fuel
consumption by 11 percent. The intelligent solution was based on
a variable intake control combined with high exhaust gas recirculation rates.

08-007
Nippy porter: The OPC sports model was
also available as a station wagon
08-008
Temperate drinker: The Astra Eco 4 had
an impressive range as a four-liter car

08-009
Outstanding stability: The torsional and
flexural rigidity was almost doubled

08-010
Conjurer: The Flex7 seat system of the
Astra-based Zafira allowed many different
seat configurations
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There were many innovations connected with the production of the
new Astra. For example, the sub-frame supporting the new front
axle was no longer manufactured conventionally from two welded
half-shells, but shaped by a hydroforming process through high
water pressure. The rear axle was also manufactured by a welding
technique called Magnetarc. Used for the first time in production,
this process welds the rear cast iron axle strut to the steel axle tube
without adding any material.

The Opel Astra was one of the first representatives of the compact
class to feature combined Electro Hydraulic Power Steering (EHPS).
It had many advantages over conventional systems, including lower fuel consumption.

CLUTCH

For the first time, the Astra had a maintenance-free hydraulic
clutch. Compared with the cable control used in previous models,
this system offered greater comfort and lower weight. The pedal
forces were lower, clutch dosage improved and the transmission of
noise and vibrations to the passenger compartment reduced.

PEDAL RELEASE SYSTEM

The Astra was the first compact model with decoupling safety
pedals. Opel’s patented Pedal Release System (PRS) disengages
the clutch and brake pedals from their bearings in the event of a
serious head-on collision, reducing the risk of injury to the driver’s
feet and ankles.

ZAFIRA

The Astra architecture also was used for the innovative Zafira compact van, which defined a new market segment in 1999. Thanks to
its Flex7 seating concept, it had outstanding versatility. The comfortable five-seater could be turned quickly and easily into a sevenseater without the complication of installing seats.
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Twinport: Variable intake
control saves fuel

To reduce fuel consumption in small gasoline
engines, Opel introduced in 2000 the Twinport
technology on the Astra and Corsa.
With gasoline engines, a large proportion of the consumption disadvantage compared with
diesel units is caused by throttling losses. The simplest way to reduce these losses is to
dilute the charge with exhaust gas, which means that exhaust gas from previous combustion cycles is fed to the engine in addition to the fresh air mixture. However, in order to keep
consumption fast and stable despite the high exhaust gas recirculation rates, the movement of the charge has to be intensified. This is precisely what Opel engineers did with
the variable intake control of the Twinport concept. This innovative Opel technology was
introduced in 2002 in the Astra and Corsa 1.4 and 1.6-liter gasoline models.
In partial-load operation, an intake port of the four-valve unit is throttled directly ahead
of the cylinder and the fresh charge enters the cylinder eccentrically. Turbulence is created around the cylinder axle, allowing complete, reliable combustion. When full power is
required, the second channel comes into play, ensuring optimal filling of the combustion
chamber.
To apply the Twinport concept successfully, it was necessary to optimize the intake channels and the mixture formation ahead of and in the cylinder. To do this, the Opel engineers
made simultaneous use of flow simulations on the computer and video observations of the
real engine.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Computer calculated, fully galvanized all steel
monocoque body with 5 seats, aluminum
reinforcements in the doors
Front wheel suspension	Independent suspension with McPherson struts,
de-coupled sub-frame for front axle, steering and
engine/drive unit
Front wheel suspension/damping
Coil springs, gas pressure shock absorbers, stabilizer
Rear wheel suspension
Compound axle on longitudinal control arms
Rear wheel suspension/damping
Coil springs, gas pressure shock absorbers, stabilizer
Steering, type	Electro-hydraulic assisted rack and pinion steering
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 6 J x 15
Tires, size (Base)
195/60 R 15 T
Body/chassis design

Dimensions/weight
4111 x 1709 x 1425
Length/width/height (mm) (Station Wagon) 4288 x 1709 x 1465
Length/width/height (mm) (notch)
4252 x 1709 x 1425
Length/width/height (mm) (convertible) 4267 x 1709 x 1390
Wheel base (mm)
2606/2611 (station wagon)
Track width front/rear (mm)
1464/1452 resp. 1484/1472
empty weight kg
1070 – 1235 (station wagon) resp. 1240–1400 (coupé)
Length/width/height (mm) (hatch)

Volker Strycek, born 1957, talked about the OPC X-Treme
study, presented in 2001 in his capacity as head of Opel
Motor Sports. With its 444 hp V8 engine, the gullwing
door model was the fastest road-legal Opel of all time

08-011
Intake control: Opel introduced the
Twinport system to lower consumption
on small gasoline engines

08-012
Performance bonus: When full power was
needed, both channels were switched on,
but at partial load, one intake channel was
throttled (right)

“We wanted to show passion and emotion, and we wanted to show that Opel
can play in the Champions League of
car design any day. For our engineers
and designers, the Astra OPC X-Treme
project was both a challenge and a
motivation.”
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2004
Opel astra h

Lance Armstrong wins the Tour de France for the sixth time. With Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and the Republic of Cyprus, the European Union gains ten new
members. Michael Schumacher is the Formula 1 World Champion for the
seventh time. George W. Bush is re-elected US President for another
four years. In the European Football Championships in Portugal, Greece
surprisingly wins the trophy. The Astra H is launched.
09-001
In its element: The OPC limited
edition “Nürburgring” was at home on
the traditional race track
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Model generation –
facts and figures

Opel Astra H
Production period
Since 2004
Number
2.2 MILLION (as of JULY 2008)
Body variants
+ Five-door hatchback
+ Five-door station wagon
+ Three-door GTC
+ Two-door TwinTop
+ Three-door OPC
+ Four-door sedan
		 (not on all markets)
+ Five-door Panel Van
		 (not on all markets)
Engines	Gasoline: 1.6 l/115 hp, 1.8 l/140 hp,
1.6 l/180 hp, 2.0 l/200 hp,
2.0 l/240 hp
Diesel: 1.3 l/90 hp, 1.9 l/100 hp,
1.7 l/110 hp, 1.9 l/120 hp,
1.7 l/125 hp, 1.9 l/150 hp
Special characteristics + Premiere of the electronic
		CDC in the compact class.
+ In autumn 2007, the Astra is
		 launched in the United States
		 under the Saturn brand.
+ The Astra GTC is best-selling
		 compact three-door model
		 in 2007 in Europe.
Series
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more technology,
higher dynamics

With twelve engines ranging from 90 to 240 hp and
seven body variants, the choice of models with the
current Astra is exceptional. Dynamic design and
plenty of space are further strengths of the astra h,
of which 2.2 MILLION have been sold since launch.

When it was launched in March 2004, the third-generation Opel Astra boasted a progressive design, high driving dynamics and plenty of technical innovations. Throughout its life
cycle, it has won numerous comparison tests in specialist automotive publications in countries all over the world.
The model is currently available with 12 engine variants with an output range of 90 to 240
hp. Most impressive from the consumer point of view is the 1.7 CDTI ecoFLEX with 110 hp:
It sips just 4.5 liters of diesel per 100 kilometers, equivalent to 119 g/km CO2. Technological
highlights are features usually only found in luxury class and exclusive sports cars, like
the adaptive IDSPlus chassis system with electronic Continuous Damping Control (CDC) and
Adaptive Forward Lighting (AFL) headlamp system with dynamic curve light.
The Astra offers passengers plenty of space, especially in the station wagon which has
a longer wheelbase. The third member of the Astra model family is the three-door GTC
(Gran Turismo Compact), which is also available as the high-performance OPC variant with
177 kW/240 hp engine. The Astra family is completed by the four-seat Astra TwinTop – a
cabrio-coupé with steel retractable roof – and the notchback variant on sale in southern
and eastern europe.
With its dynamic appearance, the Astra five-door model sets itself apart from its competitors. Well-balanced proportions are the basis for its harmonious body line. It also has attractive packaging dimensions, producing a comfortable “feel good” interior.
The Astra also boasts high levels of safety. The consumer protection organization Euro
NCAP (European New Car Assessment Programme) awarded the Astra the highest rating of
five stars for adult passenger protection. With a total of 34 points, Euro NCAP classified the
Astra as one of the safest sedans in the compact class (small family cars).
The Astra’s standard SAFETEC safety package includes thorax/pelvis side airbags in both
front seats. These complement the two front airbags and the head curtain airbags that
stretch along the entire length of the interior in the left and right roof pillars.

09-002
High performer:
Generating a hefty
240 hp, the Astra
OPC is even a match
for thoroughbred
sports cars

09-003
Hairpin specialist: The three-door
GTC has its own coupé design
09-004
Shining light: The headlamps
behind clear glass are a
striking feature of the third
Astra generation

09-005
Selection procedure: The
notchback sedan model is only
available on certain markets

09-006
Summer fun: The roof of the Astra
TwinTop opens in 30 seconds

09-007
Further growth: The amount of
space in the station wagon comes
from its longer wheelbase
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The most important innovations

The current Opel Astra moves to the top of its segment
with many technical features that are still not yet seen
in competitors’ compact class cars.
CONTINUOUS DAMPING CONTROL

In 2004, Opel introduces electronic CDC to the compact class for
the first time. CDC, based on four shock absorbers controlled via
solenoid valves, responds automatically to a particular driving situation, payload and road surface. In addition, the driver can activate
a sport set-up via a switch on the dashboard.

AFL HEADLAMPS

First in class, the Astra is available with bi-xenon headlamps that
swivel with the steering. The AFL system combines the functions
of dynamic cornering light and motorway light. It works in relation
to the car’s speed, steering angle and yaw rate. With the cornering
light, the headlamps shine into upcoming bends, lighting country
roads at night for safer and less strenuous driving.

POWER DIESEL

An all new four-cylinder engine gives Opel a leading position in the
field of compact diesels. Its performance figures are best in class:
None of its classmates can match the 150 hp generated at 4,000
rpm from a capacity of only 1.9 liters. With a maximum torque of
315 Nm at 2,000 rpm, the most powerful diesel unit for the new
Astra is also at the top of its class in elasticity.

PANORAMIC WINDSHIELD

The panoramic windshield in the Astra GTC – the first time ever seen
in a series vehicle – extends from the hood right through to the Bpillar, offering a completely new experience in space and visibility.

RETRACTABLE HARDTOP

The Astra TwinTop sports an innovative three-part roof system that
opens and closes at the press of a button in less than 30 seconds.
Because the individual sections of the system are smaller than
those found on conventional convertible coupés, there is more
room for the passengers and baggage. With the top down, it offers
205 liters of baggage space. With the roof closed, 440 liters. Another unique feature in this class is the electrically operated “Easy
Load” system, enabling bags to be effortless stored even when the
top is stowed away in the trunk.

OPC RACE CAMP

Over 18,500 candidates applied in 2007 for a place in the OPC Race
Camp, a race driver casting competition organized in Germany by
Opel. For the ten most talented drivers, the dream of a racing driver
career came true in the 24-hour race at the Nürburgring in 2008,
where they competed in Astra OPCs.

TOP-CLASS RACER

The Astra OPC launched in 2005 is one of the most powerful production front-wheel drive cars in the world that penetrates deep
into the territory of established sports cars. The 177 KW/240 hp
2.0-liter turbocharged gasoline engine accelerates the coupe-like,
three-door OPC to 100 km/h within 6.4 seconds, and assures a
top speed of 244 km/h. A fuel consumption figure of 9.2 liters per
100 km underlines the outstanding efficiency of the power plant.
The engine is mated with a sports-tuned six-speed manual transmission. Like all OPC models, this Astra has been given its final tuning by two-time Le Mans winner Manuel Reuter.

09-008
Perfect visibility: An attractive panoramic
windshield is available for the Astra GTC
09-009
Plenty of potential: The winners of
Opel’s racing driver casting competition
“OPC Race camp”

09-010
Clever solution: The three-part folding
roof of the Astra TwinTop resulted in a
comparatively large trunk
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Completely new sense of
space and visibility

The unique panoramic windshield in the Astra GTC
offers almost unrestricted vision. There is no
crossbeam to spoil the view.

The panoramic windshield, seen for the first time in a series vehicle and available exclusively in the GTC, offers a completely new experience in terms of space and visibility. Both
the pilot and the co-pilot in the GTC can enjoy an almost undisturbed view – much like
the cockpit in a two-seater airplane. The 1.50-meter long and, on average, 1.16-meter wide
window extends in one piece from the hood up into the roof as far as the B-pillar with no
cross-beam spoiling the view.
“You experience your surroundings in a completely different way and think you are driving
along a road for the first time even though you may have traveled it hundreds of times
before,” says Matthias Hallik, responsible for new body concepts at General Motors Europe
and the spiritual father of the panoramic windscreen. To protect the occupants from direct
sunlight, the panoramic GTC has heat-insulating Solar-Protect glass and a sophisticated
shading system with integrated sun visors.
The windshield is produced using a so-called “gravity bending” technique – a very complicated process for glass of this thickness and area (around 1.8 sqm). The flat glass is
first heated at specific points in a special oven. Then, as it reaches a preset temperature, it
adopts the desired form under the force of gravity alone.
Vehicles offering a special visibility experience have a long tradition at Opel and its parent
company General Motors: The 1950 Buick LeSabre also had a panoramic windshield and,
during that decade, Opel launched models with a full-vision panoramic windshield.

technical data
Body/Chassis
Computer calculated, fully galvanized all steel
monocoque body with 5 seats
Front wheel suspension	Suspension-strut-type axle, McPherson strut,
by A-frame arm leaded to chassis sub-frame
Front wheel suspension/damping	Twin tube gas pressure shock absorber; IDS+: Twin tube
gas pressure shock absorber electronically controlled
Rear wheel suspension
Compound link suspension, torsion tube design with
two welded on cast iron control arms, both sides
progressive, double conical mini-block spring with
tapered spring wire diameter
Rear wheel suspension/damping	Twin tube gas pressure shock absorber; IDS+: Twin tube
gas pressure shock absorber electronically controlled
Steering, type	Electro-hydraulic assisted rack and pinion steering
Wheels, type 	Steel disk wheels, 6 1/2 x 15
Tires, size (Base)
195/65 R 15 91T
Body/chassis design

Dimensions/weight
Length/width/height (mm) (5-door)
Length/width/height (mm) (GTC)
Length/width/height (mm) (TwinTop)
Wheel base (mm)

4249 x 1804 x 1460
4290 x 1804 x 1435
4476 x 1831 x 1411
2314

Length/width/height (mm)
(Station Wagon – 5-door)
Track width front/rear (mm)
empty weight kg

4515 x 1804 x 1500 ; 4618 x 1754 x 1458; 2703
1488/1488 (TwinTop: 1488/1481)
1220 – 1515

Kurt Wenger, born 1975, a salesman from Switzerland
and a finalist in the OPC Race Camp:

“A fantastic idea, this Opc. For me it was
an opportunity to make a dream come
true. What I’ve learned from professionals like Manuel Reuter and what I’ve
gained is unique: Not only about driving,
but also about the human aspects like
sticking together and teamwork.”
09-011/09-012
Heritage: The Opel Kapitän (1958) and the
Buick LeSabre (1950) with their panoramic
windshields served as role models for
the GTC

09-013
Unhindered view: The 1.8 square meter field
of vision of the Astra GTC with its panoramic
roof opens up completely new perspectives
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10-001
Camouflage: The next
Astra is still being
tested under wraps

2009
The next Astra

The 44th President of the United States is sworn in. The Czech Republic and
Sweden share the presidency of the European Union, each for six months.
Slovakia introduces the euro. The longest eclipse of the sun in the 21st
century occurs July 22, 2009 in China. Opel’s tenth compact class generation
premieres at the IAA.
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Model generation –
facts and figures
series
production start
body variants
special characteristics

Opel Astra I
late 2009
starts with five-door hatch
innovative technolgies new to
the compact class
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Coming soon…

A completely new car: With a bold design language
and ambitious technology, the next Astra redefines
the compact class in 2009.
“The Opel Insignia has newly interpreted the mid-size segment. Now, with its dynamic design and innovative technology – much of which has been the preserve of higher-class
vehicles before now – the new Astra generation will continue the pioneering role of its large
model brother,” says Alain Visser, Chief Marketing Officer at GM Europe, describing the future model. “To put it in a nutshell, the next Astra will carry the spirit of the Insignia into the
compact class.”
The all new fourth Astra generation will make its world debut as a five-door hatchback at the
2009 IAA (September 17–27) in Frankfurt, Germany. “Sculptural artistry meets German
precision – that was our design claim with the Insignia and it remains so with the new Astra
but with an even more sporty presence,” explains Mark Adams, Vice President of Design at
GM Europe. “The present Astra already combines a high level of technical substance with
emotional styling. You can see that most clearly with the Astra GTC. With the next Astra
generation we are taking another big step forward in both respects and emphasizing its
sporty credentials.”
With its flowing lines, the next Astra will carry on from the Insignia. At the same time, it
will pick up on design features that have been found in many models throughout Opel’s
history – especially in the compact class. The integrated front headlamps of the first Kadett of 1936 are one example. Another is the aerodynamic design of the 1984 Kadett E.
Other areas in which the next Astra will evolve the Opel language are its proportions, which
give the car its sporty and muscular look. Typical style characteristics of the new, finer design language – elements like the flowing dynamic surfaces, the signature sculpted blade
and the warm, wrap-around interior theme with wing-line sweep that links the instrument
panel to the door – are found in modified form in the new compact class model. Also characteristic is the high attention to detail and craftsmanship. It could well set new standards
in its class.
Hans Demant, Managing Director Adam Opel GmbH, referring to the present Astra, whets
people’s appetite for the next generation: “Just think of all the innovations Opel has introduced into the previous compact class generations. Moreover, the current Astra is the most
innovative compact class model Opel has ever built. It cost us a great deal of effort, but it
has placed us among the leaders in the market on a permanent basis. It made the development of the next Astra generation an even bigger challenge, but it was one we were pleased
to take up.”
With technical innovations like the Adaptive Forward Lighting (AFL) headlamp system,
which has been taken to a higher level and supplemented by new functions, and the “Opel
Eye,” the new compact class generation will once again assume an outstanding position in
this segment.
The all-new chassis will be mated with equally new engines designed following the rightsizing concept that combines high low-end torque with moderate fuel consumption.
Versatility is another traditional strength of Opel vehicles, as demonstrated by the FlexFix
integrated rear end carrier in the Corsa and Antara. The new Astra will also pick up on clever
and practical ideas like this.

10-002
Dynamic contours: The silhouette of the
next Astra is an indication of its sporty
appearance
10-003
Finger exercise: The Opel Meriva Concept
(Geneva 2008) shows off its athletic body

10-004
Parallels: The sweeping instrument
panel of the Insignia extends through
to the doors

10-005
Style element: The Opel GTC
Concept (Geneva 2007) shows for
the first time the blade-shaped
character line in the side
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Technical innovations

The Opel philosophy has always been to make top-level innovative
technology affordable for a wide range of buyers. Accordingly, the
new compact class generation will offer plenty of comfort and
safety features that have previously been confined to higher segments. Here are just two of the many examples.
CAMERA SYSTEM

When it made its debut in the Insignia, the driver assistance system “Opel Eye” created considerable buzz as a safety innovation.
In the compact class, the camera system will create at least as
much of a stir. “Opel Eye” will make driving the Astra safer. A camera
integrated between the interior mirror and the windshield assists
drivers in two ways. The traffic sign recognition function scans traffic signs that indicate speed limits or overtaking bans and displays
them in the instrument panel. In addition, a lane departure warning alerts drivers if they unintentionally leave their chosen lane.
Both systems improve traffic safety, reduce stress and help avoid
expensive fines.

NEXT GENERATION CORNERING LIGHT

Around 80 percent of all road accidents occur at night. This is where
the upgraded AFL system in the next Astra comes into its own,
helping drivers to see better at night. It is also evidence of how Opel
is democratizing active safety. The Astra H was the first compact
class car to offer AFL lighting with steering-linked bi-xenon headlamps. The AFL system on this next generation will offer a variety
of light functions, providing better visibility because AFL automatically adapts to different road and driving conditions.

Phil Zak, born 1965, Director of Exterior Design at GM Europe

10-006
Inspiration: The body language of the next
Astra picks up on the new Opel design vocabulary
that was introduced with the Insignia
10-007
Enlightenment: With its additional light functions,
the refined AFL system makes driving the Astra
even safer

10-008
Dual function: The “Opel Eye” driver assistance
system can read road signs and warn against
unintentional lane departure

“Others may prefer a more conservative
appearance in the compact class – we don’t.
With its sporty, muscular yet flowing look,
the next Astra will lead with its combination of sporty style, refinement and high
quality of execution. With the Opel Insignia,
we introduced a new design language, and
the next Astra will be a different interpretation of that.”

84 Opel classic

opel
classic
compact cars in the
opel classic collection

About 75 compact cars from 1938 to 2008 are displayed in the opel classic
collection in Rüsselsheim, Germany. The following pages list basic facts about
opel’s most important witnesses of this car segment.
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model
Production year
Engine

model
Production year
Engine

Kadett B 2-door sedan
1967
1.1 L/55 HP

OSV 40, based on Kadett C
1974
Engine
1.2 L/60 HP
Special characteristics opel safety vehicle

Kadett 38 4-door sedan
1938
1.0 L/23 HP

modell

Kadett 38 convertible sedan
1938
1.1 L/23 HP

modell

RALLYE Kadett b “SPRINT”
1971
Engine
1.9 L/106 HP
Special characteristics Rallye car driven by
	Anders Kulläng

model

Production year

Production year

kadett B coupé
1966
Engine
1.1 L/55 HP
Special characteristics Gill ventilation slits

Kadett A 2-door sedan
1962
Engine
1.0 L/40 HP
Special characteristics Traveled 318000 km

Production year
Engine

modell

Baujahr

Kadett C “City”
1978
Engine
1.2 L/60 HP
Special characteristics Design study

kadett c aero
1978
Engine
1.6 L/75 HP
Special characteristics 1242 units produced

model

model

model

Production year

Production year

Production year

modell
Production year
Engine

modell
Production year
Engine

kadett a coupé
1963
1.0 L/48 HP

model

kadett b LS
1967
1.1 L/55 HP

model

Production year
Engine

Production year
Engine

Kadett C sedan
1977
1.2 L/52 HP

Kadett C 2-door sedan
1975
1.2 L/52 HP

kadett c gt/e
1977
Engine
2.0 L/115 HP
Special characteristics 1000 series
modell

Production year
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model

kadett c, gt/e
1976
Engine
2.0 L/212 HP
Special characteristics Training car driven by Walter
	Röhrl and Jochen Berger

model

Kadett E Caravan “Club”
1989
Engine
1.6i L/75 HP
Special characteristics 10 millionth Kadett
built 23.10.1989

model

Production year

Production year

Production year

Kadett E GSi, Group A rallye car
1989
Engine
2.0 L/16v 220 HP
Special characteristics winner, international german
rallye championship, 1989

model

kadett c gte, Group 1
1978
Engine
2.0 L/115 HP
Special characteristics 1000 series

model

Production year

Production year

Kadett E sedan, Impuls 1
1990
Engine
100v direct-current motor shunt
with two NiCd batteries, 22 HP
Special characteristics Electric car study

Kadett E GSi, Group A
1989
Engine
2.0 L/16v 267 HP
Special characteristics Raced in the German Touring
	Car Championship (DTM)

model
Production year
Engine

model
Production year
Engine

model

Production year

Kadett D 3-door sedan
1982
1.3 L/60 HP

model

kadett e gsi
1989
Engine
2.0 L/16v, 210 HP
Special characteristics Rallye car driven by Sepp Haider

model

Production year

Production year

Kadett D 5-door sedan
1979
1.2 L/53 HP

model

kadett e gsi
Production year
1989
Engine
2.0 L/16v, 180 HP
Special characteristics Rallye car driven by Sepp Haider

kadett e gsi champion
Production year
1991
Engine
2.0i L/115 HP
Special characteristics Owned by former German
	Chancellor Helmut Schmidt

Kadett D Caravan station wagon
1981
Engine
1.3 L/60 HP
Special characteristics ADAC “Yellow Angel” service car

Engine

model

Kadett E convertible “Edition”
1991
2.0 L/115 HP

model

Kadett E Rallye 4x4 “Bastos”
1986
Engine
2.4 L/16v 255 HP
Special characteristics This model premiered at the
	Paris–Dakar rallye

model

Production year

Production year

model

Kadett E Car. GL “Panamericana”
1986
Engine
1.6 D L/54 HP
Special characteristics Toured from Alaska to
	Tierra del Fuego

model

Production year

Production year

model
Production year
Engine

Astra F Caravan “Dream”
1998
1.6 L ECOTEC/100 HP

Astra F 5-door sedan
1991
Engine
1.6i L/75 HP
Special characteristics First Astra built in Eisenach,
23.09.1991

Engine

Engine

model
Production year
Engine

Astra F Caravan Impuls 3
1997
Electric, three-phase
asynchronous motor, 55 HP

model

astra g V8 coupé
2003
Engine
4.0 L/470 HP
Special characteristics DTM car driven by Heinz
	Harald Frentzen

Astra F convertible
1994
1.8 L ECOTEC/115 HP

model

Astra F “motion” 3-door
1997
2.0 L 16v/136 HP

model

Production year

Astra G Group N
1998
Engine
2.0 L 16v ECOTEC/170 HP
Special characteristics Car from the German TV series
“Gas in Blood”
Production year

Production year
Engine

model

model

Astra G 5-door caravan “tNG”
2002
Engine
1.6 L CNG + turbo-charger/180 HP
Special characteristics Turbo natural gas study

model

Production year

Production year

Production year

model

Astra G Eco 4, 3-door sedan
2004
Engine
1.7 L DTI ECOTEC/75 HP
Special characteristics Av. fuel consumption 4.4 l/100 km

model

Production year

Production year

Engine

Astra G coupé “Silverstone”
2005
2.2 L ECOTEC/147 HP

Astra G OPC 5-door caravan
2004
2.0 L Turbo ECOTEC/200 HP

model

Production year

model
Production year
Engine

astra f caravan impuls 2
1992
Electric, 2 three-phase
asynchronous motors, 115 HP

Astra H GTC Genève concept
2003
Special characteristics Design study
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